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                                                                    The fifth Test of English 

 

        Have you ever laughed when you saw this man ?Undoubtedly,no one can 
ignore him,he is Charlie.But,what do you know about this great figure ? 

        Charlie Spencer Chaplin,nicknamed ‘The Tramp’,was a popular English 
comedian ,  actor , producer ,and an artist too.He was born on April 16th,1889 in 
the city of mist’London’.He used to have short dark hair with big black eyes and a 
little moustache.He used to put on a black suit with its black hat.Charlie lived a 
poor and miserable life ,that’s what pushed him to start working at an early age’15 
years’.He began his acting missions by 1913 with a funny sketch called’Repairs’ 
followed by’The Stand-UP’.His wife was ‘Lita Grey’.Together, they had a 

boy(Charlie Junior)and a girl(Sydney).In 1918,he became a cultural phenomenon all over the world 
because of his well known play’A Dog’s Life’.In 1972,’The Tramp’ won ‘The Oscar’for  his limitless 
and honourable contributions in the cinema.Chaplin died on 25 th December 1977,aged 88 years 
leaving a smile on every child’s face. 

 Part one(14,5 pts)                                             A/Reading comprehension (7pts) 

Activity one(3pts) :Read the text then write ‘true’,’false’,or’not mentioned’ 

•Chaplin is an American comic actor .                                ……………..……….. 

•He went to U. S. A and acted many plays there.               ……………………...... 

•He took the’ Oscar  Prize’with honour.                              ……………………… 

Activity two(2pts) :Complete the table below with information from the text 

Full name 
 

Birth date Birth place Nickname Nationality        Jobs  Wife  Death date

 
 
 

       

-Lexis(2pts) :Find in the text words that are closest in meaning/synonyms to  

   famous = …………… , begin = ……………… , comfortable # …………….   , late #………………           

  B/Mastery of language (7pts) 

Activity one(2pts) :Correct the mistakes in this passage  

 « Charlie were a great comedian . He uses to be an very poor man which became very popular,later. »  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Activity two(3pts) :Combine each pair of sentences using a relative pronoun(who,which,where) 

1.Charles Dickens wrote about ‘Tom Sawyer’.He was a very poor child. 

        ………………………………........................................................................................  

2.Ancient people used to cook in caves. They used to live there. 

        ……………………………………………….………………………………………… 

3.Chaplin won ‘The Oscar’ . It is a prize for good acting . 

        ………………………………………..………………………………………………. 

Activity three(2,5pts) :Classify each word within its diphtong sound (boil -five - stone - way -   

town)            

       / ei  /        / ai /                  /       /        /        /           /       / 
     

     Part two                                 Situation of integration                                  (5 ,5pts) 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

‐Full name :Abdelhamid Ben Badis                              ‐Date/place of birth :Wed,4th Dec,1889/Constantine 

  ‐ Nationality :Algerian                                                    ‐Occupations :teacher,preacher,reformer,scientist…  

 ‐Nickname :The Great Teacher                                        ‐Description :serious,courageous,kind,knowlegeable ,.. . 

‐1931 :founded the Association of muslim Ulema        ‐learning Coran  ‐ a good speaker of Arabic  

‐Date of death :Tue,April 16th,1940                                ‐ Studies :Al Zeitouna university(Tunisia) 

    ‐Trips :Mecca,Medina,Syria…                                                                                          
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